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a b s t r a c t
While the number of female candidates running for ofﬁce in U.S. House of Representative elections has
increased considerably since the 1980s, women continue to account for about only 20% of House
members. Whether this gap in female representation can be explained by a gender penalty female
candidates face as the result of discrimination on the part of voters or campaign donors remains un-
certain. In this paper, I estimate the gender penalty in U.S. House of Representative general elections
using a regression discontinuity design (RDD). Using this RDD, I am able to assess whether chance
nomination of female candidates to run in the general election affected the amount of campaign funds
raised, general election vote share and probability of victory in House elections between 1982 and 2012. I
ﬁnd no evidence of a gender penalty using these measures. These results suggest that the deﬁcit of
female representation in the House is more likely the result of barriers to entering politics as opposed to
overt gender discrimination by voters and campaign donors.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
After a more than three-fold increase in the number of women
in the U.S. House of Representatives since the 100th Congress
(1987e89), women continue to account for under 20% of House
members. Moreover, there are signs that growth in the number of
female representatives is slowing. As the number of women
nominated by the major parties since the 1980's surged (Dolan,
2008), the number of females holding ofﬁce increased from 30 in
1992, referred to as the “Year of the Woman” (Carpini and Fuchs,
1993; Dolan, 1998), to 62 in 2002. Yet the following ten year
period saw an increase of only 14 females.
This paper brings a regression discontinuity design to bear on
the question of whether the limited growth of female election to
the House of Representatives can be explained by a gender penalty
faced by female candidates. While over two decades of observa-
tional research has attempted to estimate the effect of candidate
gender on general election outcomes (Dolan, 2008; Milyo and
Schosberg, 2000; Darcy et al., 1985; Kahn, 1992; McDermott,
1997; Herrnson et al., 2003) and campaign contributions (Burrell,
1985; Uhlaner and Schlozman, 1986; Dabelko and Herrnson,
1997; Crespin and Deitz, 2010), this paper is the ﬁrst to provide
causal estimates of the effects of chance selection of female can-
didates to general election ballots (see Fig. 1).
Many studies have cast doubt on the role of that gender bias
plays in limiting the number of female representatives. Using a
series of experiments, Brooks (2013) calls the gender penalty into
question and ﬁnds little evidence that gender stereotypes harm
female candidates. In most observational studies exploring the ef-
fects of candidate gender on election outcomes and campaign
contributions, female candidates raise as much money and win
general elections at the same rate as male candidates (Burrell, 1985;
Seltzer et al., 1997; Uhlaner and Schlozman, 1986). As Sanbonmatsu
(2002) describes, scholars have thus emphasized factors leading to
candidate selection and nomination rather than voter dispositions
toward female candidates. One limiting factor is the relatively large
share of female incumbents (Burrell, 1994). Another is the relatively
small number of women in professions that often serve as a
springboard to running for local ofﬁce (Thomas, 1994).
Sanbonmatsu (2002) suggests that party recruitment practices and
relevant beliefs about women's likelihood of electoral success held
by party and interest group leaders helps explain patterns of female
participation in electoral politics.
Recent innovative research revives the debate over whether
voters' gender bias limits female ofﬁce-holding (Fulton, 2012).
Theoretically, as Fulton points out, it is hard to square null ﬁndings
from vote-share models with survey evidence that many voters
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hold uncongenial stereotypes about female candidates (Kahn,1996;
Sanbonmatsu and Dolan 2009). Empirically, Fulton takes the critical
step of introducing a measure of candidate quality into models of
vote share, thus addressing a potential source of omitted variable
bias that emerges if the pool of female candidates is on average
more electable than the pool of male candidates. Given that women
may face a more trying route to the nomination (Lawless and
Pearson, 2008; Anzia and Berry, 2011), it is sensible to expect
such bias and indeed Fulton shows that once candidate quality is
controlled for using her measure, a three percentage point gender
penalty emerges. Without this control, no female disadvantage is
statistically apparent.
Research exploring female candidates' ability to raise
campaign funds have arrived at a number of different conclusions.
Uhlaner and Schlozman (1986) ﬁnd that women tend to raise less
money than men on average. Burrell (1985), Dabelko and
Herrnson (1997) and Crespin and Deitz (2010) ﬁnd that while
women tend to be better at raising campaign contributions than
men, they also have to work harder to secure these contributions.
Contradictory ﬁndings between more recent and prior research
on this topic demonstrates the hazards that omitted variable bias
can pose. Fulton's (2012) control for quality, which is based on
informants' ratings of 176 men and 24 women incumbents, is
subject to potential biases of its own which could emerge if the
foundations of assessments of males and females differ. For
example, if assessments of male and female candidate quality are
differentially responsive to informants' perceptions of how po-
tential voters or donors were responding to these candidates up to
the time of the interview, the estimated effect on gender could be
biased in either direction. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that
other omitted variables related to differences between districts in
which male and female candidates happened to run are driving
these effects.
2. Estimating the gender penalty in House of Representative
elections
A cursory examination of differences between Congressional
districts in which female candidates competed for House seats re-
veals that voters in these districts tended to be younger, more
educated, wealthier and more Democratic. Due to a variety of de-
mographic and political factors which contribute to the ability of
women to run in House general elections, identifying the effect of
candidate gender on election outcomes is a difﬁcult task.
A correctly speciﬁed regression discontinuity design (RDD),
however, can potentially eliminate these sources of bias. Regression
discontinuity designs can provide valid causal estimates with
comparatively weak assumptions (Hahn et al., 2001; Lee and
Lemieux, 2010; Thistlethwaite and Campbell, 1960). In more
recent research, Lee (2008) argues that producing valid causal es-
timates using RDDs requires only the assumption that agents are
unable to manipulate their value of the forcing variable around the
cutpoint.
Lee (2008) pioneered the use of vote share as a forcing variable
for the purpose of estimating incumbency advantage in House of
Representative elections. His work was followed by an explosion of
similar political science research. Eggers and Hainmueller (2009)
used candidate vote share from members of the Labour and Tory
party to estimate the effect of holding ofﬁce on monetary gain in
the UK. In the American context, Gerber and Hopkins (2011) used
mayoral vote share to estimate the effect of mayoral partisanship
on policy outcomes and more recently Broockman (2014) used
party vote share in male-female state legislator elections to esti-
mate the effect of candidate gender on female political participa-
tion.1 While Caughey and Sekhon (2011) cast doubt on studies
relying on RDDs which use close general House elections, recent
empirical evidence demonstrates that the same pathologies do not
necessarily apply to close House primaries (Eggers et al., 2014; Hall,
2015).
2.1. Model and setup
The majority vote share requirement in 2-candidate, partisan
House primaries presents an inherent RDD. If a candidate is
challenged in their party's primary, their ability to run in the
general election becomes a deterministic function of their pri-
mary vote share. For two-candidate male/female primaries, the
focus of this study, a female candidate will represent her party in
the general election if she receives greater than 50% of the vote
share.
Bfipt ¼ 1
h
Pfipt P
m
ipt >0
i
(1)
In Equation (1), Pfipt represents primary vote share for the fe-
male candidate in two-candidate male/female primaries in district i
for party p¼[Democratic, Republican] in year t and Pmipt represents
primary vote share for the male candidate in the same primary
contest. A female represents her party in her district in the general
election in year t when Pfipt Pmipt >0 . Alternatively, when
Pfipt Pmipt <0 in these primaries, the male candidate runs in the
general election.
Fig. 2 provides a graphical overview of the RDD used for this
analysis. On the x-axis, the running variable is House primary vote
share for the female candidate (female candidate vote share minus
male candidate vote share in House primaries) and general election
outcomes used to measure voting behavior are on the y-axis. From
the perspective of the potential outcomes framework (Rubin, 2005)
the “treated” group are districts in which female candidates won
their party's primary and ran in the general election while the
“control” group are districts in which a male candidate ran in the
general election.
Formally, I estimate:
Fig. 1. Proportion of female candidates running in House of Representative general
elections, 1980e2012.
1 For summaries of papers employing regression discontinuity designs using vote
share see Caughey and Sekhon (2011, 390e391).
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tSRD ¼ lim
PfPmY0
E
h
Vð1Þi
Pfi Pmi ¼ 0
i
 lim
PfPm[0
E
h
Vð0Þi
Pfi Pmi ¼ 0
i (2)
where tSRD represents the local average treatment effect of chance
female nomination on a number of outcomes discussed below.
3. Data
Data containing information about House primary elections
between 1982 and 2012 were collected from two sources: (1) the
CQ Elections and Voting Collection for primary election returns be-
tween 1994 and 2012 and; (2) primary election returns provided by
David Brady of Stanford University for primaries between 1982 and
1992. Both data sets contain information about candidate name,
state, district, primary year, primary vote share and primary vote
totals. For competitive two-candidate elections, candidate gender
was determined and veriﬁed independently by two coders using
candidate ﬁrst name. When candidate gender was ambiguous,
Google searches were conducted to learn more about the candi-
date. If a search revealed no further relevant information, theywere
counted as missing and that primary was not included in the
analysis.
Outcome variables were collected from a variety of sources.
Party vote share and votes cast were obtained from the CQ Elections
and Voting Collection and information about campaign contribu-
tions and candidate ideology were obtained from the Database on
Ideology, Money in Politics and Elections (Bonica, 2013).2 Two-
candidate partisan primaries included in the analyses below are
those in which only a female candidate ran against a male candi-
date. For primaries between 1982 and 2012, there were N¼ 429
such primaries.
Table 1 contains characteristics of male and female winners of
close primaries. Female winners of close primaries in the sample
are slightly more Republican on average, are more likely to win in
the general election and have more contributions from PACs. None
of these differences, however, are statistically signiﬁcant.
4. Do female candidates face voter bias?
I ﬁrst assess whether female candidates that win nomination to
the general election over male candidates by chance face voter bias:
Vipt ¼ aþ b11
h
Pfipt Pmipt >0
i
þ f

Pfipt Pmipt

þ hipt (3)
In Equation (3) Vit represents two dependent variables: general
election party vote share and general election victory.
1 ½Pfipt Pmipt >0 is a female candidate dummy variable equal to
one if a female candidate won a male-female House primary and
zero if the male candidate won. b1 is an estimate of the local
average treatment effect of chance female nomination on general
election vote share and general election victory. f ðPfipt PmiptÞ is a
function of the forcing variable, female primary vote margin, which
takes the form of a non-parametric kernel or pth order polynomial.
Triangular kernels are typically used as the default method of
estimation in software programs because they are boundary
optimal (Cheng et al., 1997; McCrary, 2008). I estimate b1 for both
dependent variables using a triangular kernel as seen in Fig. 33 and
a second-order polynomial as shown in Fig. 44 as seen in Fig. 4 and
ﬁnd no evidence that chance nomination of female candidates
Fig. 2. Regression discontinuity design setup.
Table 1
Characteristics of male and female close primary winners (±5%).
Male winners Female winners N T-test p-value
% Democrats 53.33 42.11 49 0.45
% Republicans 46.67 57.89 49 0.45
Vote share (Gen. Elect) 39.10 40.64 49 0.70
P(Victory) (Gen. Elect) 0.10 0.21 49 0.29
Avg. contrib. ($) 572,255 551,129 49 0.96
Avg. PAC Contrib. ($) 72,545 120,499 49 0.28
Avg. indv. contrib. ($) 202,850 376,021 49 0.37
Avg. CF-Score 0.008 0.126 49 0.71
Fig. 3. General election vote share for male v. female winners of close primaries,
N ¼ 125. Dotted lines are 95% conﬁdence bands.
2 http://data.stanford.edu/dime/.
3 Kernel regression estimates are performed using the rd and rdrobust packages
in Stata.
4 Second-order polynomials are often used to measure treatment effects in
regression discontinuity designs when the data are binned and are also useful for
illustration purposes (Imbens and Lemieux, 2008). Research by Gelman and Imbens
(2014) ﬁnds that higher-order polynomials (above 2) should not be used for esti-
mating treatment effects in regression discontinuity designs because results tend to
be very sensitive to choice of the polynomial order.
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results in decreases in party vote share or decreased probability of
electoral success.
While there are several methods of estimating local average
treatment effects using RDDs, visual evidence of a discontinuity in
plots of the forcing variable versus outcomes provide the strongest
evidence of an effect (Imbens and Lemieux, 2008). Figs. 3 and 4 are
plots of female primary vote margin vs. general election vote share.
The ﬁrst plot displays predictions from non-parametric local re-
gressions using a triangular kernel and the second plot uses average
vote share with 1% bins and a quadratic ﬁt. Both provide no evi-
dence that female candidates nominated by chance do worse in
general elections. These ﬁndings are conﬁrmed by estimates of b1
presented in Table 2 using the Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2011)
optimal bandwidth which minimizes mean-squared error.
Using probability of general election victory as an outcome
produces similar results as can be seen in Fig. 5 above and also
included in Table 2.
5. Are female candidates ﬁnancially disadvantaged?
Evidence from the previous section suggests that female can-
didates nominated to run in the general election by chance do not
suffer from voter bias. However, female candidates may still be at a
disadvantage during the election process because of individuals or
groups that hold discriminatory beliefs about females or their
likelihood of electoral success (Crespin and Deitz, 2010;
Sanbonmatsu, 2002). If this is true, we would expect female
candidates who won the nomination by chance to have fewer re-
sources available to them in the form of campaign contributions
from individuals and political action committees. If we ﬁnd that
these female candidates were at a ﬁnancial disadvantage during
their campaign yet still managed to perform on par with men in the
general election, this would provide support for Fulton's (2012)
claims that female candidates that win nomination by chance are
of higher quality than male candidates but suffer from discrimi-
nation by contributors.
To assess whether female candidates are at a ﬁnancial disad-
vantage during the course of their campaigns, I matched candidates
from Bonica's (2013) Database on Ideology, Money and Politics
(DIME) to candidates used in the analysis and re-estimated b1 from
Equation (3) using contributions from individuals and contribu-
tions from political action committees as outcomes.
As seen in Fig. 6 and 7 and in Table 3 I ﬁnd no evidence to
suggest that female candidates that won nomination by chance
received fewer contributions from individuals or from PACs.
6. RDD assumptions
Regression discontinuity designs are generally considered the
“gold-standard” among observational studies because they offer
the ability to estimate causal treatment effects with few assump-
tions. Problems with RDDs arise when agents with values of the
forcing variable near the cutpoint are able to manipulate selection
into treatment (Lee, 2008). Caughey and Sekhon (2011) demon-
strated that, in close House elections, incumbents appear to be able
Fig. 4. General election vote share for male v. female winners of close primaries with
1% bins. Dotted lines are 95% conﬁdence bands.
Table 2
Estimates of female candidacy on general election vote share and general election victory at 3 bandwidths and robust nonparametric estimates using Calonico et al., (2014)
estimation methods.
Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)
Vote share Victory Vote share Victory
Female Candidate (LATE) 0.001 0.196 * *
(0.053) (0.255) * *
Female Candidate (LATE, Half-BW) 0.061 0.398
(0.070) (0.360) * *
Female Candidate (LATE, Double-BW) 0.001 0.096 * *
(0.052) (0.198) * *
Female Candidate (LATE, Bias Corrected, Robust) * * 0.271 0.411
* * (0.229) (0.557)
IK Bandwidth 0.059 0.036 0.048 0.036
Observations 49 49 45 35
Standard errors in parentheses.
***p< 0.01, **p< 0.05, *p< 0.1.
Fig. 5. General election probability of victory for male v. female winners of close
primaries, 1% bins. Dotted lines are 95% conﬁdence bands.
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to manipulate vote share in order to win reelection. As discussed
above, close House primaries are very different from close general
elections and thus should not automatically be dismissed as viable
sources of data for use in regression discontinuity designs.
That being said, unique conceptual issues are present in this
regression discontinuity design. These issues apply to similar de-
signs in which individuals on either side of the cut-point are
assumed to differ by only one trait, whether that trait be race,
gender, ethnicity or ideological extremity. While it is intuitively
conceivable that a female candidate can win a House primary
contest over a male candidate by chance, evidence of discrimina-
tion against female candidates in the past makes the proposition
that female and male candidates of the same party are similar
except for their gender more difﬁcult to accept.
6.1. Candidate quality
The most frequently cited distinction between similar male and
female candidates is candidate quality, a factor which Fulton (2012)
argues is rooted in gender discrimination. If stereotypes and biases
inherent in the political processmake it more difﬁcult for women to
run against, and beat, males in primaries, then female candidates
that barely win against male candidates will presumably be of
higher quality, on average, than their male counterparts. This
explanation, however, does not square with the ﬁndings above. If
females that won House primaries by chance against males were of
higher quality, we would expect that this quality differential would
be reﬂected in the amount and types of donations that these female
candidates received. Overall, I ﬁnd no evidence that female candi-
dates received differing amounts of campaign donations from any
source.
6.2. Candidate ideology
Another concern regarding differences between candidates is
perceived candidate ideology. Biases and stereotypes among voters
toward female candidates of either party might lead them to
believe that they are ideologically distinct from male candidates in
Fig. 6. Log total individual contributions for male and female winners of close pri-
maries, 1% bins. Dotted lines are 95% conﬁdence bands.
Fig. 7. Log Total PAC contributions for male and female winners of close primaries, 1%
bins. Dotted lines are 95% conﬁdence bands.
Table 3
Estimates of female candidacy on logged PAC and individual contributions at 3 bandwidths and robust nonparametric estimates using Calonico et al. (2014) estimation
methods.
Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)
PACs Individuals PACs Individuals
Female Candidate (LATE) 1.146 0.688 * *
(1.590) (0.988)
Female Candidate (LATE, Half-BW) 0.614 1.098 * *
(2.114) (1.339) * *
Female Candidate (LATE, Double-BW) 0.724 0.771 * *
(1.195) (0.979) * *
Female Candidate (LATE, Bias Corrected, Robust) * * 0.281 5.098
* * (2.790) (7.565)
IK Bandwidth 0.029 0.055 0.027 0.049
Observations 45 46 26 43
Standard errors in parentheses.
***p< 0.01, **p< 0.05, *p< 0.1.
Fig. 8. Proportion of moderate male and female winners of close primaries (1% bins).
Dotted lines are 95% conﬁdence bands.
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similar districts. For example, we know from Hall (2014) that
moderate candidates have an electoral advantage over extremist
candidates. If female candidates that win nominations by chance
are perceived as being more moderate that males, this ideological
moderation should give female candidates a distinct electoral
advantage over male candidates andmight explainwhywe observe
positive probabilities of female electoral success in the previous
section.
To explore this possibility I identiﬁed “moderate” male and fe-
male candidates using Bonica's (2013) cf-scores and re-estimated
Equation (3) using this measure. Moderates were deﬁned as hav-
ing a cf-score between the 25th and 75th percentile of the cf-score
distribution. Fig. 8 and point estimates in Table 4 clearly show that
female candidates are not more likely than male candidates to be
moderate. In addition to this, I explored whether candidate ideol-
ogy differed as measured by the cf-scores themselves and ﬁnd no
difference as shown in Fig. 9.
Finally to address more general concerns about close House
primaries, I conducted density tests of the running variable as
recommended by McCrary (2008) for female primary vote share
and explored covariate balance on a number of general election and
primary covariates (see Appendix). Neither suggests that the RDD
assumption of non-manipulation in close elections was violated for
this subset of primaries.
7. Discussion
Do female candidates face an electoral or ﬁnancial gender
penalty when running in House of Representative general elec-
tions? Results from the analyses above seem to suggest that the
answer to this question is “no.” Over the three decades of this study
(1982e2012), there seems to be no evidence that female candidates
nominated by chance faced disadvantages in terms of vote share or
campaign funding. To the contrary, some results suggest that these
female candidates had a slight electoral advantage.
A question that remains, however, is why the proportion of fe-
male candidates competing for House of Representative seats has
held steady at around 20% despite substantial gains in female
representation and the relative absence of a gender penalty. While
there may be no single answer to this question, research exploring
the career paths of female candidates and party recruitment prac-
tices may yield more insights into why gender disparities persist
despite the incredible strides that female candidates have made
over the past three decades.
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Appendix
Table 4
Estimates of female candidacy on %moderate and ideology as measured by cf-scores
at 3 bandwidths and robust nonparametric estimates using Calonico et al. (2014)
estimation methods.
Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)
%
Moderate
Ideology %
Moderate
Ideology
Female Candidate (LATE) 0.284 0.611 * *
(0.240) (1.028) * *
Female Candidate (LATE, Half-BW) 0.391 0.639 * *
(0.381) (1.697) * *
Female Candidate (LATE, Double-BW) 0.133 0.244 * *
(0.147) (0.699) * *
Female Candidate (LATE, Bias
Corrected, Robust)
* * 0.561 0.316
* * (0.550) (2.120)
IK Bandwidth 0.035 0.025 0.034 0.024
Observations 49 49 33 24
Standard errors in parentheses.
***p< 0.01, **p< 0.05, *p< 0.1.
Fig. 9. Candidate ideology (cf-scores) for male and female winners of close primaries
(1% bins). Dotted lines are 95% conﬁdence bands.
Table 5
Estimates of Female Candidacy on All Outcome Variables at 3 Bandwidths Plus Robust Nonparametric Estimates Using Calonico, Cattaneo and Titiunik (2014) Estimation
Methods (CCT)
Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)
Vote share Victory PACs ($) Individual ($)
Female Candidate (LATE) 0.001 0.196 1.146 0.688
(0.053) (0.255) (1.590) (0.988)
Female Candidate (LATE, Half-BW) 0.061 0.398 0.614 1.098
(0.070) (0.360) (2.114) (1.339)
Female Candidate (LATE, Double-BW) 0.001 0.096 0.724 0.771
(0.052) (0.198) (1.195) (0.979)
Observations 49 49 45 46
Female Candidate (LATE, Bias Corrected, Robust) 0.271 0.411 0.281 5.098
(0.229) (0.557) (2.790) (7.565)
Observations 45 35 30 33
Standard errors in parentheses.
***p< 0.01, **p< 0.05, *p< 0.1.
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